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“His is a voice that must be heard.” —Patti Smith“A poetic rush to madness. . . a stunning,
original voice as lyrical as it is unnerving."—Alan Weisman, author of The World Without Us and
Countdown"In the shadow of catastrophe, Markiyan Kamysh writes with all of youth’s wayward
lyricism, like a nuclear Kerouac." —Rob Doyle, author of ThresholdA rare portrait of the
dystopian reality of Chornobyl, Ukraine, as it was before the Russian occupation of 2022.Since
the nuclear disaster in April 1986, Chornobyl remains a toxic, forbidden wasteland. As with all
dangerous places, it attracts a wild assortment of adventurers who feel called to climb over the
barbed wire illegally and witness the aftermath for themselves. Breaking the law here is a
pilgrimage: a defiant, sacred experience mingled with punk rock, thrash metal, death, decay,
washed down with a swig of high-proof Vodka.Author Markiyan Kamysh grew up with intimate
knowledge of the devastation of the nuclear plant's explosion—his father was an on-site
liquidator after the disaster and died of exposure when Markiyan was young. This, too, drives
him in searching for meaning in the beauty and chaos of what remains.In Stalking the Atomic
City, Kamysh tells us about thieves who hide in the abandoned buildings, the policemen who
chase them, and the romantic utopists who have built families here, even as deadly toxic waste
lingers in the buildings, playgrounds, and streams. The book is complete with stunning
photographs that may well be the last images to capture Chornobyl’s desolate beauty since
occupying Russian forces started to loot and destroy the site in March 2022.An extraordinary
guide to this alien world many of us will never see, Kamysh’s singular prose that is both brash
and bold, compared to Kerouac and gonzo journalists, captures the understated elegance and
timeless significance of this dystopian reality.

"...the rot and ruin of Stalking the Atomic City is rendered in gorgeous prose that highlights the
sublime beauty of its toxic setting." —CrimeReads"Stalking the Atomic City is a brilliant, angry,
witty, passionate book about the end of the future and what happens afterwards -- Tarkovsky
meets Hunter S. Thompson. Read it." —Kevin Power, author of White City"A voice that must be
heard."—Patti Smith"The exhilaration of the intrepid trespasser sings throughout this crass,
funky ode to an addiction to living in the realm of desolation."—Peggy Kurkowski, Shelf
Awareness"In the shadow of catastrophe, Markiyan Kamysh writes with all of youth’s wayward
lyricism, like a nuclear Kerouac." —Rob Doyle, author of Threshold"A gonzo account of life as a
'stalker'—a shadowy thrill-seeker haunting the Chornobyl exclusion zone after dark, sneaking
past the guards and scaling radio masts. Kamysh’s throbbing, fragmentary prose offers heart-
stopping insight into what drives those who choose to trespass in dangerous places: reckless
abandon in abandoned places." —Cal Flyn, author of Islands of Abandonment"Evocative... a
stark metaphor for post-Soviet depravity.... Captures the zone's strange mix of beauty and



bleakness with precision. A captivating study of 'the most exotic place on earth'."—Publishers
Weekly"Not since Malcolm Lowry’s Under the Volcano have I been so enthralled by such a
poetic rush to madness. But that was fiction: Markiyan Kamysh’s epic immersion in this dread
symbol of humanity’s self-inflicted undoing is shockingly real, recounted in a stunning,
original voice as lyrical as it is unnerving."—Alan Weisman, author of The World Without Us and
Countdown"Kamysh paints a picture—and includes his own photographs—of a stark, surreal
landscape.... Translators Leliv and Costigan-Humes capture Kamysh’s angry, sometimes
hauntingly rueful prose. A visceral, graphic report from dystopia."—Kirkus Reviews"Although the
sad and dark atmosphere of the Zone might suggest a merciless chronicle of the ghosts that the
Chornobyl disaster released into history, Kamysh is moving, escalating with maturity the register
of his language from energetic to ardent, melancholy theology."—Corriere della Sera"A fantastic
account about the reality of disaster… With morbid fascination, Kamysh forcefully draws us
through this territory of death where the memories of the Soviet Union are being gradually
buried… A true backpacker’s guide for disaster tourists."—L'Humanité (France)"As much a
radioactive walk as a fascinating poem on the 'destroyed' youth who live behind the barbed wire
of this irradiated space."—20 Minutes (France)"A stunning book… a personal and hallucinatory
account of this unique place. In the zone, no one can escape their ghosts." —Le Nouvel
Observateur (France)"A flamboyant story... A wild trip to the heart of a radioactive jungle."—
Les Inrockuptibles (France)About the AuthorMarkiyan Kamysh is a Ukrainian writer who, since
2010, has illegally explored the Chornobyl Exclusion Zone and represents it in literature. He is
the son of a Chornobyl liquidator who died in 2003. His first book, Stalking the Atomic City, was
translated into multiple languages. You can also follow Markiyan on
Instagram, @markiyankamysh. He lives in Kyiv. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.
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Originally published in the Ukranian language as ОФОРМЛЯНДІЯ або ПРОГУЛЯНКА В ЗОНУ
(A Stroll in the Zone) © Nora-Druk, 2015.Published by arrangement with Agence Littéraire
Astier-Pécher.Translation © 2022 by Hanna Leliv and Reilly Costigan-HumesPhotographs ©
2022 by Markiyan KamyshAll rights reserved. Copying or digitizing this book for storage, display,
or distribution in any other medium is strictly prohibited.For information about permission to
reproduce selections from this book, please contact permissions@astrahouse.com.Photographs
by Markiyan Kamysh, provided courtesy of the author.Astra HouseA Division of Astra Publishing
HouseLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataNames: Kamysh, Markiyan, author. |
Leliv, Hanna, translator. | Costigan-Humes, Reilly, translator.Title: Stalking the atomic city : life
among the decadent and the depraved of Chornobyl / Markiyan Kamysh ; translated by Hanna
Leliv and Reilly Costigan-Humes.Other titles: A Stroll in the Zone. English | Life among the
decadent and the depraved of ChornobylDescription: First edition. | New York : Astra House
[2022] | "Originally published in the Ukranian language as A Stroll in the Zone, Nora-Druk
Publishers ©2015." | Summary: "Stalking the Atomic City is a rare portrait of the dystopian
reality that is Chornobyl. Focusing on the site as it is today, Markiyan Kamysh introduces us to
the marginalized people who call the Exclusion Zone their home, providing a haunting account
of what total autonomy could mean in our growingly fractured world."--Provided by
publisher.Subjects: LCSH: Chernobyl Nuclear Accident, Chornobyl , Ukraine, 1986. | Dark
tourism--Ukraine--Chornobyl . | Chornobyl (Ukraine)--Description and travel. | Abandoned
buildings--Ukraine--Chornobyl Region. | Extinct cities--Ukraine--Chornobyl
Region.Classification: LCC DK508.95.C545 K36 2022 (print) | LCC DK508.95.C545 (ebook) |
DDC 947.7/709048--dc23/eng/20211214LC record available atLC ebook record available atFirst
editionDesign by Richard OrioloMap illustration by Jake CoolidgeMap source data ©
OpenStreetMap contributors, openstreetmap.org/copyrightTo FlamingoContents1. The
Downpour2. Hot, Tan, and Naked Winter3. A New Year’s Eve Fairy Tale4. Campari5. Polissya
Zen6. Hello, Zone! Farewell Forever!MapAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorAbout the
Translators1.The DownpourBRIMMING WITH THE OPTIMISM OF UTOPIAN slogans and the
motherfucking grotesque of Soviet supergraphics, we were building a Dream. And in pursuit of it,
we stumbled upon the Cornucopia—the energy of the peaceful atom, the panacea for the
national economy, and the beacon guiding us on the path toward a bright red Communist
tomorrow. Thrilled by our own might, with an undimmed belief in all that is best, we were building
nuclear power stations all across the USSR.One of the most powerful ones was called
Chornobyl. Its satellite town soon grew rapidly, its neat apartment blocks towering in their
exemplary excellence, enormous slogans flowing high, proud, on the rooftops, and boisterous
children running around cozy playgrounds.A supermarket and a restaurant opened in town, and
ads like “Looking to exchange my apartment in Odessa for one in Prypyat” no longer surprised
anyone. In the wilderness of the Polissya region, the Atomic City looked like something out of a



sci-fi novel promising rapid growth, further improvements, and outrageous opportunities. They
even planned to build a promenade with bridges, street lights, and musical entertainment. They
already started to lay the foundation of new power plant units, the apotheosis of joy and
happiness looming on the horizon.Until things got fucked, and nuclear reactor No. 4 blew the hell
up. The area by Chornobyl lit up like the Wormwood star and turned into a poisonous emerald in
the precious crown of Polissya. The cruel hangover of reality after long years of sweet dreams.
The law of the pit: no matter how long you climb, you’ll fall back to the bottom in an
instant.However, brave firefighters put out the fire in the reactor, and valiant helicopter pilots
showered the hellish crater with lead and boron. Desperate liquidators with pure hearts cleared
the most polluted debris in the world, built the sarcophagus, and then left.They left after they’d
picked up their doses of radiation, their health problems, their cancer, their category A and B
liquidator certificates, and so on down the list. Their children acquired the privilege to hang out at
summer camps for free and to go by the nickname “Chornobylite” at school. The country got a
piece of land as big as Luxembourg where people were forbidden to live.The town of Prypyat
and its surroundings were evacuated immediately. The Exclusion Zone was fenced off by barbed
wire and patrolled by watchful soldiers. They raced around like predators on their armored
vehicles in search of looters, but when the turbulent 1990s exploded with even greater force
than the reactor, the Zone’s borders loosened.That’s when the first illegals appeared. Haggard
drunkards would steal pickled food from the cellars in the villages just outside the Zone and run
away from the patrol guards only to come back in a week, get caught, and be thrown in jail—no
probation. Prypyat was packed with daredevils, bums, deserters, looters, and fugitives. They hid
in the villages for months, munching on rotten apples and dreaming of hunkering down until all
the troubles of the world melted away. It was then that the Zone turned into that dangerous place
often depicted in today’s tabloids.You could run into some hippies, too. Stories about flower
children sporadically appeared in the newspapers—the police would catch them laughing and
swimming in a river and kick them out with a stern warning: “Don’t you ever come back, ever.”
Hooligans from the capital dropped by, too, to loot clocks from Prypyat apartments and peddle
them at the flea market on Andriyivskyy Descent. They’d shoot up drugs and carry guns. Then
the hooligans left. They left behind their meth trips like a whirlwind of ashes and became family
men, completely ordinary: small business owners and loving parents of kids who are now
littering your social media feeds with pictures of their breakfasts.There were loners, too. They
never left any footprints and drank good brandy. They fished in the rivers just to see the sun in
the clear sky—they didn’t give a damn that no one lived there and that they could be arrested.
That’s how it went until the generation the same age as the explosion grew up. To them, the
Zone became a land of tranquility and frozen time.I am one of that generation.WHAT IS THE
Chornobyl Zone today? For some people, it’s a horrible memory of their half-forgotten childhood,
of their happy Soviet youth, when, in a matter of days, their life shattered into pieces, and they
and all their neighbors scattered, hopping on the evacuation buses to search for new homes. For
others, the Chornobyl Zone is a pile of radioactive shit cleared away in May 1986. For some, it’s



a terra incognita full of myths about zombies and soldiers riding dark green armored vehicles.
For others, it’s authorized tours with greedy vendors delivering lofty speeches and making
money on spaced-out tourists. For some, it’s the backdrop of a popular computer game about
macho men with Kalashnikov rifles who scarf down canned meat and bandage their gunshot
wounds amid the fog of early-morning swamps. And still others believe that things are all bad
there and see the Zone as a site from the movie Chernobyl Diaries.In my case, it’s even worse.
For me, the Zone is a place to relax. Better than the seaside, the Carpathians, the gob piles
(waste material removed after mining), or the Turkish resorts drowning in chilled mojitos.
Countless times a year, I am an illegal tourist in the Chornobyl Zone, a stalker, a walker, a
tracker, an idiot—you name it. They can’t see me, but I am there. I exist. Almost like ionized
radiation. What does it look like? I pack my backpack, catch a ride to the barbed-wire fence, and
dissolve in the darkness of the Polissya woodlands, clearings, the pine-tree scent, vanishing in
the dizzying thicket where no one can see me.I’m talking about stalkers. Not the ones who
collect children’s gas masks in the district bomb shelters; not the ones who take pictures of
unfinished piss-stained buildings in the residential areas. Not those stalkers. I mean the boys
and girls who are not ashamed of shouldering their backpacks and treading through cold rain to
abandoned towns and villages where you can guzzle down cheap vodka, smash windows with
empty bottles, curse way too loudly, and do other things that distinguish living towns from dead
ones. I mean the ones who are not afraid of radiation and don’t turn their noses up at drinking
water from poisonous streams and lakes. The ones who take awesome photos from the rooftops
in Prypyat that later find their way into National Geographic and Forbes.SOMETIMES I THINK
that we don’t exist. Not a single one of those forty people rambling time and again through
Chornobyl’s swamps. We used to exist, but we dissolved a long time ago in the mire and
decomposed into duckweed, reeds, and sunlight. We are swamp ghosts.Even flies do not notice
us: they buzz around, busy, and pass us by. In the minds of our fellow citizens, we are a dim
reflection of lies told on TV, just a bunch of tall tales about radiation, zombies, and three-headed
calves. In the lethargic twilight, we spend hours looking for shallow places to wade through the
impenetrable swamps; in the daytime, we drag ourselves along, up to our waists in leeches.I just
came back. Last week was a journey through the darkness, anxious anticipation of headlight
beams and cigarette glow. There was hope for a bed, even without a mattress, and icy water
from a frozen river; there was bitter cold and the quenching of thirst. There was the patrol guard I
noticed at the last moment. There was grass: crisp, dry, and yellow. And then, only a deep sleep
to run farther to the north in the morning and dive into fantasies, into a beautiful land of
abandoned houses, canals, and agricultural machinery.My fingers fumble on the keyboard, the
cursor dashes madly across the screen, and the taste of the Snickers and Pepsi I scarfed down
at the Polissya bus station doesn’t align with reality. Only a gulp of a well-known brand lager
brings me to my senses. Drags me by the lapels.Not bad for 8:00 a.m. on a Thursday. But today I
can do whatever I want. It happens to everyone. Archaeologists call it post-expedition syndrome;
geologists have some other name for it, too. Every job that requires lengthy separation from



civilization has a name for this condition. Yet I wouldn’t call what I do a “job.” I don’t think much
about this anymore. What I really want is two things: a bottle of good beer and a steak, well-
done.Where to begin? Perhaps with a good tip: never put ninety pounds’ worth of stuff in your
backpack. Don’t go on thirty-day hikes or lug around enormous inflatable boats on top of forty
cans of food. I keep repeating this mantra to myself over and over again, but I’m a
masochist.Sometimes you just have to be. When you hike in the Zone for three days, you keep
thinking that it’s almost time to head back. When you’re there for five days, you regret spending
only two of them in Prypyat. If you’re there for a week, you think, “I wish I’d stayed for another
day.” No matter how many days you hike, you always recite the same mantra: “So, in eight hours I
have to leave Prypyat and run toward the barbed wire. So, I have to be at the bus stop by five-
thirty in the morning: a shuttle bus will pull up, no one will catch me red-handed, and the cops
won’t hassle me about coming out of the Chornobyl woods.” You’re always in a hurry. Always—
except for the moment when you drop your backpack and walk around an abandoned village in
the armpit of the Belarusian border, and you know you’ll stay there for another three days. That’s
when you aren’t in a hurry. This time, you won’t rush. It will be a glorious trip. And a very long one
at that.There will be paved roads at night, the skeletons of power-line towers, and abandoned
villages, fairy-tale-like in the nocturnal fog. During the day, a scorching-hot reverie reaches its
heights there; at night, a damp mist settles on the ground and wraps everything in a web of gray
shadows. Nothing disperses the mist, nothing disturbs it: only the light of headlamps, a streak of
the Milky Way, and an infinite, star-filled glow.I WILL REMEMBER these bright moments of my
mad youth in my irascible old age … Here I am scrambling through the wreckage of chairs,
through the cold insides of deserted houses, through lost life and trash that belongs to no one.
Here I am conquering all the peaks of this stupid Zone: Prypyat’s roofs, Chornobyl-2’s antennas,
the top of the reactor unit of the fifth energy bloc of the Chornobyl Nuclear Power Plant (NPP),
the forestry tower, and the carcass of a looted bus turned upside down. Honestly, I don’t know
where to begin. Perhaps with the downpour.
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Patrick M. Blackburn, “If Hunter S Thompson had gone to Chernobyl.... I was supposed to be in
Ukraine for the first time last summer -- I had plane tickets to Kyiv, Odesa, and Lviv. I had my day
trip to Chernobyl arranged. Hotel reservations booked. And because of Covid, my flights were
cancelled. And then Putin struck, delaying my trip for what will likely be a long time.So I decided
to live vicariously through Kamysh--although my trip to Chernobyl was to be nothing like his. This
guy is nuts. If he really did all the things he described in the book, he's going to die a young man.
Which will be a shame on multiple levels, not the least of which will be missing out on more of
his unique writing.This feels like Ukrainian gonzo journalism to me -- if Hunter S. Thomson had
gone to Chernobyl instead of Las Vegas, he might have written "Stalking. the Atomic City."If you
want to learn about what happened to Chernobyl in 1986, read Serhii Plokhy's stellar
"Chernobyl." If you want to get a feel of what Chernobyl and the surrounding areas are like today
(well, before Putin invaded this great country), Kamysh puts you knee-deep in the radioactive
dust, dirt, and air of the Cold War relic of an atomic wasteland.Prepare to read in one sitting (it's
a short book), and I dare you to not take a very long and hot shower as soon as you're finished.”

EJS, “Beautifully-written book. I had trouble even writing a review of this book because it's so
different from what I normally read. It's hard to capture the essence of a book that's
simultaneously extremely important, beautifully written, and fascinating.This book makes the
reader both want to go to the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone forthwith and be rather baffled by the
desire to do so. There's a sense that we've been transported to somewhere both very wonderful
and very punishing.This book is even more important in light of recent events.In short, this is a
fabulous book that everyone ought to read.”

HITMAN19832006, “Great read.. I found this was a great read and very insightful into the
"stalker" mindset. The author is very rich in their descriptions of the Zone.”

Jack W Perry, “Stunning, scary, and bold.. This is an extreme travel guide by someone who has
been taking tourists to visit the Zone. It is haunting. The author took almost 20 photos which are
scattered throughout the book. International best-seller finally in English.”

The book by Markiyan Kamysh has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 17 people have provided feedback.
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